
  

BRONZE DIVISION ONLY (SAPSF) 

Bronze/New Beginners’ Division 

SAPSF Bronze Division  Age 

Youth 6-11 

Juniors 12-17 

Masters 40 + 

Main age group 18-39 

 

How does the Pole Sports Provincials work? 

Athletes must select Compulsory Moves to be included in their routine. 
 
Alongside the compulsory moves, the athletes must also display their ability to perform with fluidity, poise 
and form. Athletes will achieve higher scores for original, outstanding combinations. Athletes will be judged 
using two scorecards, details on each scorecard are listed below. 
 
See Sample Scorecards for Bronze Division at the end of this document.  
 
For all other divisions please see the IPSF Code of Points.  
 
COMPULSORY MOVES SCORECARD 
All athletes are required to complete a Compulsory Moves Scorecard. Different divisions have different 
compulsory move requirements. Athletes must carefully read the information for each division. Time limits 
for each division must be observed. Athletes must complete the Compulsory Moves Scorecard according to 
their division and individual routine. Compulsory Move scorecards must be submitted via email or in 
person, by the deadline stated in Key Dates.   
 
Execution 
In order to receive the highest points allocated for the athlete’s chosen compulsory moves, the athlete 
must execute the moves to the highest possible standard. Execution of moves is extremely important. Each 
and every move of the routine should be performed as fully as possible. Good execution relates to precision, 
accuracy, ability to hold moves, ability to flow, completing the moves and combinations from start to finish 
with grace and ease. Technique, confidence and stage presence are all key factors in the most well executed 
routines. 
 
Athletes should take note of the following definitions. These guidelines are taken from the International 
Pole Sports Federation: 
 
Definition of a correct angle in splits: 
The angle/degree of a split is defined by; the lines the inner thighs of the legs form in alignment with the 
hips to the knees. 
 
Definition of a 20°(degree) tolerance: 
The compulsory move will be still be valid if the executed angle/degree of the body varies no more than 
maximum 20°(degrees) to the required angle/degree. E.g. A strength move with a requirement of a 90° 
body angle to the pole and parallel to the floor is executed at a 70° angle, body not fully parallel to the floor, 
will still be valid and awarded points.  
 
 
 



 

Definition of holding a position for a minimum of two seconds: 
The holding of a move will be counted from the time the athlete is in the required position. The transition 
in and out of the compulsory move will not be counted towards the holding of a position. Please note:  this 
is intended for fair judging, enabling athletes to show correct form, body execution and strength on 
compulsory moves but not to deter from flow of movement. 
 
Definition of a spin: 
The position of the spin must the held for a full 360° rotation. The transition in and out of the compulsory 
spin will not count towards the required minimum rotation. 
 
PERFORMANCE SCORECARD 
The amount of points awarded is relative to your division. This scorecard is made up of the following criteria: 
 
Pole Combinations: 
Pole moves cannot only be judged in isolation; therefore, an additional score will be awarded to merit the 
athletes’ ability to perform demanding combinations on the static or the spinning pole. Pole Combinations 
may relate to any types of pole moves put together in a combination.  Pole combinations are about 
combining difficult, advanced and original moves. Take in to account poise, form, artistry, fluidity, 
musicality, dynamics as well as using moves that are aesthetically pleasing and well executed. If the judge 
believes that an athlete has fulfilled a high standard for Pole Combinations Level of difficulty, they may 
award a higher score. 
 
Bronze Division - Compulsory Moves 
Beginner level only 
3 Minutes maximum time allowed 
 
The athlete must add compulsory moves into their routine, as well as follow the strict guidelines for the 
division. 
 
Compulsory Requirements: 

 3 spins (2 static, 1 spinning) 

 4 Strength (made up of 2 upright tricks and 2 inverted) tricks 

 1 flexibility move 
 
Moves with a value of +0.1 are easier than that those with a value of +1.0. Maximum points may be 
allocated to the athlete who adds the more difficult moves into his/her performance and executes the 
moves to a high level.   
 
Extra points will be allocated on the Performance Scorecard. 
  

  



 

COMPULSORY MOVES 

 

CODE IMAGE SPINS POINT VALUE 
MINIMUM  

REQUIREMENTS 

SP1 

 

Chair Spin 0.1 

- Hold the position: a minimum of 360° on 
Static OR 720° rotation if executed on 
Spinning pole  
- Points of contact are: both hands 
- Grip is: wide basic grip 
- Leg position is: chair position at 90° 
angle 
- Body position is: upright 

SP2 

 

Front Hook 0.1 

- Hold the position: a minimum of 360° on 
Static OR 720° rotation if executed on 
Spinning pole 
- Points of contact are: both hands, inside 
knee, and back of inside thigh 
- Grip is: wide basic grip 
- Leg position is: diamond 
- Body position is: upright 

SP3 

 

Back Hook 0.1 

- Hold the position: a minimum of 360° on 
Static OR 720° rotation if executed on 
Spinning pole  
- Points of contact are: both hands, inside 
of knee of inside leg, back of inside thigh 
- Grip is: wide basic grip 
- Leg position is: diamond 
- Body position is: upright 

SP4 

 

Split Grip Straddle / 
Boomerang 

0.2 

- Hold the position: a minimum of 360° on 
Static OR 720° rotation if executed on 
Spinning pole  
- Points of contact are: both hands 
- Grip is: split grip 
- Leg position is: both legs are fully 
extended in straddle position above the 
hips 
- Body position is: upright 

SP5 

 

Sword Spin 0.3 

- Hold the position: a minimum of 360° on 
Static OR 720° rotation if executed on 
Spinning pole 
- Points of contact are: both hands and 
the inside thigh and above the calf 
- Grip is: split grip 
- Leg position is: inside leg is bent around 
the pole and outside leg is fully extended 
and above the 
hips 
- Body position is: upright 

SP6 

 

Turning Climb 0.3 

- Hold the position: a minimum of 360° on 
Static OR 720° rotation if executed on 
Spinning pole 
- Points of contact are: both hands, both 
ankles 
- Grip is: wide basic grip 
- Leg position is: both legs are bent and 
are in contact with the pole at the ankles 
- Body position is: upright 



 

SP7 

 

Reverse Grab/Angel 0.3 

- Hold the position: a minimum of 360° on 
Static OR 720° rotation if executed on 
Spinning pole 
- Points of contact are: both hands 
- Arm position is: reverse spin starting 
with one arm on the pole into a split grip 
- Grip is: split grip 
- Leg position is: legs are in attitude in the 
final position 
- Body position is: upright at an angle 
away from the pole 

CODE IMAGE 
STRENGTH 
UPRIGHT 

POINT VALUE 
MINIMUM  

REQUIREMENTS 

UP1 

 

Forward Pole Sit 0.2 

- Hold the position: a minimum of 2 
seconds 
- Points of contact are: both legs,  
- Leg position is: legs are crossed over 
each other at the knees 
- Arm Position: On the inside arm, at the 
shoulder, the other not touching the pole 
in a fixed position. 
- Body position is: upright 

UP2 

 

Forward Pole Stand 0.2 

- Hold the position: a minimum of 2 
seconds 
- Points of contact are: both legs,  
- Leg position is: legs are extended and 
holding the pole 
- Arm Position: one arm in front of the 
pole, the other not touching the pole in a 
fixed position. 
- Body position is: upright 

UP3 

 

½ Figurehead 0.3 

- Hold the position: a minimum of 2 
seconds 
- Points of contact are: both legs, one 
arm. 
- Arm Position:  under the inside arm, the 
other not touching the pole in a fixed 
position. 
- Leg position is: one leg on the pole at 
knee, the other leg extended and down 
the pole.  
- Body position is: upright 

UP4 

 

Kneeling Slide 0.2 

- Hold the position: a minimum of 2 
seconds 
- Points of contact are: both hands and 
abdomen. 
- Arm Position:  basic grip 
- Leg position is: bent at the knee behind 
the body.  
- Body position is: upright 



 

UP5 

 

Star Gazer 0.4 

- Hold the position: a minimum of 2 
seconds 
- Points of contact are: both legs 
- Arm Position:  one supporting at the 
foot and the other in a fixed position not 
on the pole 
- Leg position is: bent at the knee on the 
pole, other leg extended down the pole 
- Body position is: parallel to the floor 

UP6 

 

Skater 
(Long arm one 

handed) 
0.4 

- Hold the position: a minimum of 2 
seconds 
- Points of contact are: one leg and one 
hand 
- Arm Position:  one arm extended and 
holding the pole and the other holding 
the foot leg. 
- Leg position is: base leg bent at the knee 
on the pole, other leg extended behind 
the body 
- Body position is: upright 

CODE IMAGE 
STRENGTH 
INVERTED 

POINT VALUE 
MINIMUM  

REQUIREMENTS 

IN1 

 

Crucifix 0.3 

- Hold the position: a minimum of 2 
seconds 
- Points of contact are: both legs 
- Arm position/grip is: fixed position of 
choice, hands have no contact with the 
pole 
- Leg position is: both legs are fully 
extended and holding the pole 
- Body position is: inverted 

IN2 

 

Inverted V 0.4 

- Hold the position: a minimum of 2 
seconds 
- Points of contact are: both hands, inside 
arm, torso, one thigh 
- Arm position is: both arms fully 
extended, holding the pole 
- Grip is: basic grip 
- Leg position is: both legs are fully 
extended in straddle position 
- Body position is: inverted 

IN3 

 

Handstand pose 
(Leg variations can 
only include stag - 
pictured, V legs or 

Butterfly legs) 

0.3 

- Hold the position: a minimum of 2 
seconds 
- Points of contact are: abdomen resting 
on the pole and thigh resting on the pole 
- Arm position is: both arms fully 
extended onto the floor 
- Leg position is: both legs are in a stag 
position 
- Body position is: inverted 



 

IN4 

 

Elbow stand pose 
(Leg variations can 
only include Stag, V 

legs or 
Butterfly legs - 

pictured) 

0.2 

- Hold the position: a minimum of 2 
seconds 
- Points of contact are: abdomen resting 
on the pole and top leg 
- Arm position is: both arms resting on 
the floor at the elbow 
- Leg position is: one leg hooked and 
90Deg angle at knee. Other leg extended 
and parallel to the floor, off the pole in a 
fixed position. 
- Body position is: inverted 

IN5 

 

Leg Release 
(Crossed ankle) 

0.3 

- Hold the position: a minimum of 2 
seconds 
- Points of contact are: both inner thighs 
- Arm position/grip is: arms in fixed 
position of choice with no contact with 
the pole 
- Leg position is: both legs are fully 
extended and closed with ankles crossed 
- Body position is: inverted, layback 

CODE IMAGE FLEXIBILITY POINT VALUE 
MINIMUM  

REQUIREMENTS 

FL1 

 

Splits 
 

0.4 

- Hold the position: a minimum of 2 
seconds 
- Points of contact are: legs, hands 
- Arm position/grip is: one holding the 
pole and one on the floor 
- Leg position is: both legs are fully 
extended in split position 
- Body position is: inverted 
- Angle of split is: minimum of 160° 

FL2 

 

Back Bend 0.4 

- Hold the position: a minimum of 2 
seconds 
- Points of contact are: both hands, chest 
resting on the pole 
- Arm position/grip is: basic grip 
- Leg position is: fang position, feet drawn 
to the head 
- Angle of back bend is: reaching the 
head, with 20° tolerance 

FL3 

 

Forward Fold 0.4 

- Hold the position: a minimum of 2 
seconds 
- Points of contact are: both hands 
- Arm position/grip is: basic grip holding 
the pole 
- Leg position is: both legs fully extended 
onto the floor 
- Back is fully extended, 20° tolerance 



 

COMPULSORY SCORECARD BRONZE DIVISION ONLY 

 
Division:        
 
Athlete Name/s:           Judges Name:          ________   _____________________ 
 

ELEMENT 
NO 

DESCRIPTION OF MOVE  MAX. POINT 
JUDGES 
SCORE 

NOTES 

Example: 
SP1 

CHAIR SPIN 0.1   

SP6 TURNING CLIMB 0.3   

 
PLEASE PUT YOUR COMPULSORY MOVES IN ORDER OF APPEARANCE HERE! 
PLEASE ALSO COMMENT IF COMPULSORY MOVES ARE BACK TO BACK SO THAT 
THE JUDGES DON’T MISS THEM. 

   

     

     

     

     

     

     

     

 
 

    

     

     

TOTAL:    

Please complete the scorecard in order of sequence as in your routine. 
 



 

PERFORMANCE SCORECARD (FOR JUDGES ONLY) 
 
Division:        
 
Athlete Name/s:           Judges Name:          ________   _____________________ 
 
 

CATEGORY SCORE CATEGORY SCORE NOTES 

Dynamics, Musicality, Poise, 
Form & Choreography 

 Pole Combinations   

NEGATIVE SCORE 

Slips / Trips     

TOTAL:     

 
 
 
Judges Signature:        
 
 
 
 


